Owning Your Leadership: Building Extraordinary Relationships Beginning with Self - Session 5: Helping Others Grow.

Credits (50 min.hr.): 1.0

Course ID: JEL01s05

Course & Test Format: Online
Delivery Method: QAS Self-Study

Expiration: Course contents are reviewed annually. Necessary changes are made or the course is removed.

Course Description

In this session, we'll discuss the purposes and strategies for high impact coaching inside your organization. After exploring the potent influence of mindset on execution we'll spend a good amount of time learning about the relationship triangles that impede maturity and how we can better manage ourselves so that others can become the more responsible problem solvers we'd like them to be.

Learning Objectives

At the end of this session you will be able to:

- Identify the differences between “helpful helpfulness” and “unhelpful helpfulness”
- Identify the ways in which over-involvement short-circuits the growth of others
- Use your knowledge of relationship triangles to evaluate problems others bring to you in a more conscious and skillful manner
- List specific strategies to handle the relationship triangles that recur in your work and personal interactions

1Note that the proper reporting is dependent on the requirements of your state board of accountancy. (These requirements may address fields of study classifications and credit hours recognition.)
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